[Elderly abuse].
Elderly abuse is still far too much ignored. A better understanding of this problem allows us to a better answer proposing an appropriate coping as well as a preventing action. This article describe this society phenomenon with is worth looking at by every health professional. Identifying such situation as elderly abuse is a very tricky process, anyway, some risk factors bound to the victims, the authors or environment can lead us to watch situations that can need to be surrounded. Elderly abuse includes physical, psychological, financial, civilian, medical abuse and neglecting. One of the reasons of the taboo around the problem is the victim's silence connected to their fears and feelings and also the circle's attitude. An acute perception of this phenomenon can lead to adequate prevention and coping. In these conditions, the " Centre d'Aide aux Personnes Agées Maltraitées" (CAPAM) can develop its listening attitude as well as pluridisciplinar team actions.